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OUR SERVICES
WE’RE PASSIONATE ABOUT 
BRINGING REBELLIOUS + FUN 
DESIGN TO LIFE

You read that right - we live for an unexpected wedding! 
The RCC couple likes to live on the edge, get creative and 
loves a non-traditional wedding. 

If you’re a fan of mixing dried florals, foraged items and 
unique design, you’re in the right place. We live for 
uniquely arranged, high-quality blooms, installations, 
design and styling that showcase who you really are on 
your special day.

We’re also big on details and love adding a dash of 
interest, whether that’s through giant dried palm, a fun 
colored flower or a cool texture. You dream it, we help 
make it a reality.

We’re located in Southern California and love servicing 
Los Angeles, Orange Country and desert cities including 
Joshua Tree + Palm Springs.



PRICING INFO
Our weddings are highly customized so there isn’t a standard 
package, but we do have some base prices for items! As we get 
to know you and your event vision, we will propose a floral design 
plan that best achieves your vision + budget goals .

Rates may change depending on specialty blooms, dried florals or 
out-of-season imports.

When you book with RCC, you receive an event mood board, 
unlimited email communication, curated flowers + design, local 
delivery, and set-up. Cake florals are always complimentary! 

   + Bride Bouquet - $250
   + Bridesmaid Bouquet - $100
   + Boutonnieres - $25 
   + Flower Pocket Squares - $45
   + Sweetheart Table Moments - Start at $175 
   + Bud Vase: $25
   + Medium Ceremony Ground Piece (2.5 -3”) - $215
   + Large Ceremony Piece (4.5 - 5”) - $300
   + Small Arrangements - $85
   + Medium Arrangements - $105
   + Large Arrangements - $125
   + Archway Pieces + Installs - Start at $250

Labor
We have a minimum labor fee of $400, with any rate for larger 
and full scale weddings depending on the scope. Strike is  
optional and an added fee. 

Travel Fees 
Fees are are based off a rate of $0.56 per mile, roundtrip and 
applicable towards any venue over 10 miles + from our zip  
code of 90260.

   + Joshua Tree + Desert Cities - $200 
   + If your event requires a clean-up or strike and distanced  
      travel, overnight lodging fees may be applicable



At RCC, we always take a thoughtful, personalized approach to every event collaboration; customizing each aspect of the design 
to bring your design dreams + aesthetic to life.

.01 - DISCOVERY
After you fill out our online inquiry form, we’ll schedule a call to chat one-on-one to talk about vision and answer any questions 
you have about the process. We talk about what you’re looking for, wedding details, florals you love, and inspiration. 

.02 - CREATIVE DESIGN + BRIEF
After our call, we send over customized packages including a vision board + design plan that plan includes a cohesive color 
palette, overview of flowers, a breakdown of each design, and  inspiration photos. This will keep us all on the same page with 
design moving forward and serve as the framework for our partnership. This design plan is also not “final” but an inspiration 
document for us! You’re welcome to make any changes up to 30 days before the wedding, so nothing is set in stone until then.

If we clicked and you’d like to book with us, we require a 50% non-refundable deposit upon booking to lock in your date!

.03 - MIDPOINT CHECK-IN
About 2-3 months from your big day, we check in and  share some design specifics including what type of florals we plan to order 
(based on availability), colors, container selections, ribbons, candle options, etc. This is to ensure that you know exactly what to 
expect and that we’re fulfilling your dream day vision. We’ll revise your flower order and visual outline until it looks perfect to you.

.04 - FINAL DETAILS CHECK
30 days before your big day, we will have you submit final payment as well as a logistical questionnaire so that we’ll know the 
specifics of your day’s timeline, locations, strike information and vendors. Based on this questionnaire we will create an informed 
schedule for our delivery, setup and cleanup plans. This is also the last opportunity for your flower order to be tweaked!

.05 - YOUR BIG DAY IS HERE!
On the day of your wedding, we’ll arrive to install flowers & décor in combination with your other vendors’ schedules. Because 
of all of the planning we’ve done together beforehand, we’ll breeze through set up and that is the BEST part. We’ll be sure to 
provide plenty of time for photography opportunities and to ensure that every petal is in its proper place.

OUR PROCESS + WORKING WITH US

thank you!
rebelcreativeco.com | @rebel.creativeco


